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EVALUATION CRITERIA

An Award Winning Team

PRP Architects (Design)

Futurecity (Arts/Cultural Placemaking)

Buro Happold (Engineering)

Gleeds (Cost and Project Management)

PRP have assembled a team of highly
skilled professionals for this project. As a
team and as individuals we have won
various international awards and
competitions for the quality of our designs
and execution for this type of work. A
small sample of these are as follows:

PRP are an award winning multi disciplinary UK
based international practice that have a specialism
in sustainable/consultative masterplanning and in
collaborative working. Our international experience
is in delivering at all scales, from city extensions
down to individual buildings, all to the highest
standards. Core to the delivery of our design work
is the integration of our specialist Landscape and
Environmental teams.

Futurecity are a cultural placemaking and arts
consultancy that have developed over 200 cultural
masterplans, strategies and deliverable arts projects
internationally. These include the world famous
Battersea Power Station masterplan and the Royal
Borough of Kensington & Chelsea’s adopted cultural
Placemaking strategy, both located in London.

Buro Happold is an internationally renowned, award
winning practice of multidisciplinary consulting
engineers. Buro Happold has been involved in a
large number of cultural projects from the
masterplanning of cultural districts through to the
detailed design and construction of individual
theatres, museums and cultural buildings.

Gleeds is one of the largest independently owned
multi-disciplined cost planning/project management
practices in the world. They have been in operation
for over 125 years, employ 1,400 staff in over 50
offices worldwide and have undertaken cost and
project management for councils, governments,
local authorities and developers, including cost
services for the Queensland Government.

PRP have a deep pool of design talent that we will
draw on to deliver this project. Should we be
successful, our Design Director and Lead
masterplanner would lead the design.

Futurecity curate and produce large scale cultural
projects and have facilitated millions of pounds of
funding for major artworks such as Mark Wallinger’s
50m high White Horse (below); Richard Wilson’s
70m long ‘Slipstream’ sculpture for Heathrow and
London’s Crossrail ‘Culture Line’ which delivers
cultural partnerships between 8 new central London
tube stations and major galleries, such as the White
Cube and Lisson. They regularly provide advice on
the knowledge and cultural economies, creative
industries, art in the public realm, cultural branding
and targeted community consultation.

A key strength is working closely with architects to
deliver creative and inspiring design solutions,
which complement and are in harmony with their
surroundings. Buro Happold’s role on the Gold
Coast Cultural district will be to ensure that
transport, energy, water and environmental systems
are considered holistically from the outset in order
to deliver an optimised Masterplan layout which is
both sustainable and pleasurable for its users.

Shanghai Theatre Academy masterplan, China

Mark Wallinger’s 50m high White Horse, UK

Copenhagen Opera House, Denmark

Caboolture Hub, Queensland - Alec Webster for
previous practice, now of Gleeds

Alec Webster for Napier & Blakeley,
now of Gleeds

Core Services

Skills

Capability

Suitability

Sunshine Coast Regional Architecture
Awards 2012: Building of the Year –
Caboolture Hub, Queensland

Outlined below, our team covers all the skills
required for this complex project.

We are recognised leaders within our various fields
with reputations for innovation and high quality
solutions. We can resource and support this project
appropriately - currently PRP employ over 300 staff,
Gleeds 1,400 and Buro Happold 900. We have the
internal infrastructure to ensure smooth design
process and information flow, enabling us to work to
tight programmes and the most complex of briefs.

Our range of experience in the cultural
masterplanning and design makes us a perfect fit
for this project. We have worked on a great number
of community/cultural projects so understand the
sensitivity and the need to encourage all
stakeholders along the way. To this end we believe
in collaborative working with our clients, consultants
and the general public.

Project

Sustainability consultancy and Waste management.
As highlighted on sheet three, we anticipate there
will be a number of complex issues that will require
navigating on this project and our team have the
ability, not only to address them successfully, but to
harness the issues and create from them something
positive and beautiful. From the detailed design of
the auditoria, gallery and landscaping, through to
the sub-surface engineering, traffic analysis,
flooding and strategic sustainability, the team are
able to deliver every element required to make this
project a success.

Buro Happold (London): Acoustics; Lighting; Fire
Engineering; Structural Engineering; Facades;
Utilities; Water management and Flood risk; Building
Services/MEP; Transport; Drainage and Storm
Water Design; Highways Engineering Geotechnical/
Geo-environmental; Coastal/Marine engineering;
Bridges and Civil engineering; Environmental/

To support the design process and make it more
efficient PRP have a wide range of supplementary
in-house skills that ensure the design is of the
highest standard. These include in-house cost
control and project management; graphic design;
visualisation/CGI’s and 3d modeling; physical model
making; print shop; in-house IT support and public
consultation expertise.

We are experienced at working internationally and
with Gleeds in Brisbane will liaise locally with any
stakeholders on a regular basis. In addition we
regularly attend our various offices and project
sites. We also have a full and wide range of tele
and video conferencing facilities facilitating the long
distance communication process.

We are passionate about winning this project and
working in this unique city. PRP and Buro Happold
have a number of staff who have either worked in
the area previously or are from the area, so have
intimate knowledge of the Gold Coast and a desire
to contribute to it’s current regeneration.

PRP
International Design Competition Winner:
Pugacheva Theatre and Multi Purpose
Concert Hall, St.Petersburg, Russia
International Design Competition Winner:
Sochi Winter Olympic Conference/
University masterplan, Russia
Design Competition Finalist (pending):
Shanghai Theatre Academy masterplan,
PRC

PRP have developed a reputation internationally for
creative and innovative design solutions for complex
briefs and projects. We have a repeat client base
who relate to our approach and enjoy working with
us.

Their international experience, combined with their
local offices in Australia provides the team with a
strong understanding of the procedures and
processes required to make the Gold Coast Cultural
Precinct one of the world’s benchmark integrated
urban design and regeneration masterplans.
Their on-hand resources and integrated team
approach, combined with our willingness to work
with the Gold Coast City Council, key stakeholders
and local community, will provide a unified approach
to meeting the Council’s objectives.

Design Competition Finalist (pending):
Xuhui Riverside Cultural Complex,
Shanghai, PRC
Buro Happold
RIBA 2011 Winner (International):
Boston’s Museum of Fine Art, Boston
CIBSE 2010 Winner (Arts & Entertainment
Structures):
Royal Botanic Garden, UK
BEX Awards 2005 Winner (Structural
Engineering) Danish National Opera
House, Copenhagen
BCIA 2011 Winner (Major UK building
£50m plus): Royal Shakespeare Theatre
and Swan Theatre, UK

F.D.G. Stanley Award for Public
Architecture 2012:– Caboolture Hub,
Queensland

PRP (London/China): Masterplanning; Architecture;
Landscape;
Environmental/Sustainability
and
project management (with Gleeds); Design team
leaders.
Futurecity: (London): Cultural masterplanning and
Placemaking; Art consultation and Art strategies.
Gleeds
(Brisbane):
Cost
control;
Management and Local Liaison.

GOLD COAST Cultural Precinct

The entire team are covered by various liability
insurances that is sufficient to indemnify a project of
this scale and magnitude.

We are accredited appropriately within our sectors,
operate Quality Management and Environmental
Management procedures, follow the principles of
Investors in People and are founding members of
the UK Green Building Council.
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Sample of Key Project Staff

PRP Architects (Design)

Futurecity (Arts/Cultural Placemaking)

Buro Happold (Engineering)

Gleeds (Cost and Project Management)

Southend Pier and Arts Promenade, UK
Adrian Judd for Grontmij, now of PRP

Artist designed cladding, Grosvenor Waterside, UK

National Museum of Saudi, Saudi Arabia

Sanctuary Cove, Gold Coast, Queensland
Andy King for Napier & Blakeley, now of Gleeds

JEFF BROOKS
(PRP Design Director)
Jeff has overall responsibility for design
across the practice, leading major UK
masterplans and international projects in
China and Russia. Before joining PRP Jeff
was also Design Director for Squire and
Partners, one of the foremost architectural
practices in London.
ADRIAN JUDD
(PRP Landscape Director)

Open Air Film
Large Sculpture Project
Children/Creche

West
Kensington

Play Equipment
Sustainable
Art Festival

Culture Brands
Creative
Convention Zone

Ecology
Trail

Space Gallery/
Workshops

Fitness
Trail

Design Graduate
Product Showcase

North End Road

Fitness

Festival Design
Costume
Workshop

Artist-designed
Lighting and
Street Furniture

High-end Retail
Street Theatre
Programme

Digital Music
Workshops

Artisan
Boulevard

North
End Road

Earls
Court
@Earls
Court

Creative Retail
Programme

MARK DAVY
(Futurecity Owner/Director)

Artisan
Boulevard

Urban Designers
Market

Small-scale
Performances

Embedded
Text

Pop-up
Emerging
Brand

Heritage
Trail

Digital
Creative
Industries

Music

E-Commerce
Virtual Retail
Space
Play Trail

Artisan Boulevard

Festival
of Innovation
Creative
Creche

Nightlife
Sculpture Trail

West
Brompton

Digital Media

Lillie Road

Seagrave Road

Mark set up Futurecity in 2001. His working
methods have influenced new approaches
to the use of art in the public realm.
Projects include new galleries for the
Royal Academy, Chelsea School of Art and
the Museum of Kinetic Art.

Theatre

A4 West Cromwell Road

Warwick Avenue

Adrian leads the landscape department of
the practice, which also practices
internationally.
He
has
extensive
experience across a range of project types
including the Bai Doa Lake Leisure
Masterplan China, University of Cambridge,
Heathrow Airport, new settlements and
urban regeneration.

Seagrave
Road

Chemistry Line
High Street
The Lost River Park
The Broadway

British Museum, London

Hayward Gallery, London
Andy King for previous practice, now of Gleeds

Xuhui Riverside Cultural Complex, Shanghai

Earls Court Cultural Placemaking Strategy, London

MoMA, New York

Myatts Field Community Centre, London

Art installation as seating. Skystation, London

The Dome, London

Caboolture Signature Project, Queensland
Alec Webster for Napier & Blakeley, now of Gleeds

Other PRP work

Other Futurecity work

Other Buro Happold work

Alec Webster (Gleeds) previous work

Xuhui Riverside Cultural Complex, Shanghai

Crossrail Art Programme, London

Museum of Fine Arts, Boston USA

Caboolture Signature Project, Queensland

Shanghai Xuhui Riverside Cultural Complex is a
design competition scheme submitted to Focus
Media Ltd., who intend to develop approximately
40,000m² of accommodation incorporating offices;
conference facilities; theatre; gallery; cultural
offices; cafes; book stores and restaurants.

Futurecity have been commissioned to undertake
the strategy and delivery of an art programme for
Crossrail’s 8 new central London stations. With no
funding, they are delivering a sponsorship driven
approach to a line-wide programme of exemplary
art and culture. The vision is for a ‘Culture Line’ for
London, where a range of major cultural experiences
are commissioned, programmed, and engaged with
on many levels by its millions of users. Users
experience amazing permanent public art as part of
the fabric of the stations and their public realm,
alongside innovative temporary commissions and
community engagement projects

This multi-million, multi-phased redevelopment and
expansion of Boston Museum of Fine Arts will
include a bold yet simple glass/steel ‘jewel box’,
designed to enhance the original central axis.

$25 million project funded by Moreton Bay Regional
Council. Caboolture is just under 50km north of
Brisbane, the new three level complex is a two
minute walk from the Caboolture train station and
runs alongside the town square.

BOB TONG
(BH Associate Director)
Bob played a key role in the regeneration
masterplanning of London’s Lower Lea
Valley for the 2012 Olympic Games. Since
2008 Bob has led the infrastructure
planning for the Olympic Legacy. Bob has
also recently worked in Australia and is
used to dealing with complex coastal site.
ANDY KING
(Gleeds Director)
Andy has a proven track record in quantity
surveying and project management for a
diverse range of major projects. Prior to
Gleeds Andy helped to deliver significant
projects in Queensland including the Gold
Coast’s Sanctuary Cove and provided cost
consultancy for Australia Fair. Originally
from the Gold Coast Andy now works in
Brisbane.
ALEC WEBSTER
(Gleeds Associate Director)
Over 27 years Alec has provided a wide
range of quantity surveying services. Prior
to Gleeds Alec delivered significant
Queensland
projects
including
the
Caboolture
Signature
Project
and
Brisbane’s IMAX Cinema Southbank.

The development is located by the Huangpu River,
in the south eastern part of the Xuhui District of
central Shanghai where the Shanghai Expo 2010
was held. The building’s form and landscape, by
using triangular facets for the shared elevational
elements, represents the concept of cloud
computing, the core technology of the end users of
the building complex.

GOLD COAST Cultural Precinct

Each artist’s brief is to interrogate the station’s
design and propose a set of artistic opportunities
that would unlock the potential to create major sitespecific embedded artworks within the stations
fabric.

The original museum buildings are constructed from
steel frames clad with masonry stone and are not
strong enough to support new structures. The
challenge was to fill the areas between the buildings
with new stand-alone structures.
Buro Happold’s facade engineers covered the
evaluation of the architect’s concept designs on a
practical basis and produced working details dealing
with the complex performance requirements and
interfaces. As part of their work, the facades group
built a parametric model of the wall and roofs to
explore the visual co-ordination of a large number
of different grid layouts.

Opening to the public in December 2011, the
building is over 5000m² and features a modern
library, regional art gallery, learning and business
centre and cafe/retail outlet. The site aims to be a
destination
for
meetings,
exhibitions
and
conferences, attracting industry leaders and
distinguished artistic and academic representatives
– it also aspires to be a comfortable community
space for festivals, events, cultural displays, art,
entertainment and learning. Alec was responsible
for the cost planning, bills of quantities and contract
administration of the project.
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What makes the Gold Coast
unique?

The Approach

General Organising Principles

On the Gold Coast, nature and human
settlement co-exist within wafer-thin
threads. The dramatic interfaces between
these layers provides the source of
inspiration for this project.
The existing theatre box has been
retained and wrapped within an iconic yet
walkable landscape. This in turn is
wrapped in layers of formal, informal and
naturalistic landscape. This whole is then
wrapped again by the Nerang River,
beyond which views of the wider
landscape and city are pulled in.

1. Retained and relocated buildings

4. Security + control

2. Locate main entry plaza

5. Wayfinding to mark centre

1. Create international draw

2. Varied sub tropical planting

3. Express international connection

4. Define differing characters

5. Separate Budgets

6. Combine budgets with landscape roof

7. Clarify and define centre

8. Blur ground plane

9. Shade and express

10. Everything has potential to be art

3. Primary site access

6. Create public harbour for festivals

Nature and settlement come together in
layers of dramatic contrast

7. Open and covered parking

8. natural + formal landscape

9. masterplan

Issues

The site is where the threads start to
intertwine

Intertwining these threads further creates
a sense of place that is Gold Coast

The central design challenge for this project will be
to foster a uniquely Gold Coast sense of place.
Thankfully the Gold Coast has a strong history as
an “early adopter”, embracing ideas and settlement
forms from around the globe and making them
distinctly “Gold Coast”. An integrated cultural
precinct on this spectacular site offers the Gold
Coast a new opportunity to embrace, innovate and
localise a contemporary building type that is rapidly
developing to attract a global audience.
This project is conceived within the context of the
Gold Coast’s wider urban regeneration, including
such forward-looking infrastructure as the light rail
and potential crusie-ship terminal. Other sites at
Southport and Main Beach are also being considered
which target the international market, particularly
from the fast-developing Asia-Pacific region. Within
this context, the cultural precinct will need to be
globally iconic and competitive, as well as distinctly
and uniquely local.

GOLD COAST Cultural Precinct

The balancing of capital and whole-life costs will
ensure the precinct’s environmental, social and
economic sustainability. Meaningful and lasting
sustainability strategies will be required, rather than
simply providing “bolt-on” technologies. Adopting
appropriate environmental standards from the
outset (Gold Star, LEED, BREEAM etc.) will be
critical to the project’s performance.
By way of example, the Council Chambers building
has not only been retained but given a prominent
position in the masterplan. This decision to retain
and enhance existing assets wherever possible
represents a broader approach to sustainability.
Careful phasing of major components will also
progress the scheme with minimum financial risk.
The proposed Arts Walk, St Margaret’s Church and
adjacent family housing are just a few of the local
constraints considered in this proposal that will
require sensitive handling throughout the design
process.

The stunning riverside location also presents
environmental challenges. Basement construction
and impermeable landscaping have been minimised
to prevent stormwater flooding issues. Managing
pollutants will also be key, as will the caustic marine
environment’s impact on materials. Adjustments to
the waterways have been minimal to further protect
fragile ecosystems. Extensive shading and
orientation to capture prevailing breezes will reduce
the need for air-conditioning and promote walking.
Design Philosophy and Methodology
Our aim is always to create places of enduring
value, beauty and delight, achieved through a
collaborative and iterative design process. Starting
with the context, client brief and community
aspirations, collaborative workshops will progress
through design iterations towards a final solution.
To retain the clarity and strength of initial ideas,
design factors such as sense-of-place, sustainability,

program and budget will be benchmarked and
evaluated at key stages.
The artistic potential of every built element will also
be a key factor for on-going evaluation. We would
look to collaborate with the widest range of artists to
assess the artistic possibilities of buildings,
landscape, street furniture, signage, lighting, audiovisual etc. - optimising artistic oppportunities within
given costs. We would also look to engage in
collaborative working with local talent wherever
possible. This may include local consultants such
as engineers, ecologists and arts groups,
encouraging a stronger sense of local ownership
and pride in the project. We are also open to
collaborating with one of the non-selected landscape
architects, should the judges feel one is of sufficient
merit.
General Organising Principles
See diagrams for general organising principles

PRP Architects
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KEY site plan:
1. Art pleasure
gardens
2. Amphitheatre
3. Walkable Art 		
Roofscape
4. Roof lawn/
grove
5. Admin/support
buildings/
6. Council offices
7. Existing
Council 		
chambers
8. Illustrative
phase two
creative area
9. Public harbour
10. Natural 		
gardens, arts 		
+ walks
11. Great Terrace
bellow
12. St Margarets
13. Ferry stop +
potential 		
transport 		
HUB
14. Green arts 		
bridge

12.

14.

13.

10.

3.

9.
2.

11.
6.
7.

4.
5.

1.

8.

KEY ground
floor:
Site plan 1:2000 at A1
1. Existing
theatre
2. Drama theatre
3. Black box 		
theatre
4. Great Terrace
5. Refreshments
/F+B
6. Retail
7. Back of house
8. Entry foyer
9. Great hall w/
galleries, 		
theatre, 		
lounge, etc...		
above
10. Replacement
council offices
11. Collection 		
storage/
loading w/
admin, 		
training + 		
community etc.. 		
12. above
Cinemas over
2 floors

7.
2.
5.

12.

1.
3.

8.
6.
4.

10.

10.

6.

8.

11.
9.

11.

Ground floor plan

Section through existing Theatre

GOLD COAST Cultural Precinct

Exploded Axonometric
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View of Great Terrace / cultural precinct entry foyer

View from lounge above Living Arts Centre to gardens + artscape.

View from West / Blundall Road onto artscape and walkable arts roofscape

View of walkable arts roofscape

KEY:
7.

8.

1.

9.
3.

6.

2.

7.

4.
5.

5.
4.
9.

2.
3.

1.

6.
7.
8.

9.
View of international arts pleasure gardens, Arts Museum (left) and Living Arts Centre (right) from harbour.

GOLD COAST Cultural Precinct

International art
pleasure gardens
Amphitheatre
Walkable art
Roofscape
Roof lawn/grove
Great Terrace
below
Public harbour
Natural gardens,
arts + walks
Ferry stop +
potential
transport HUB
Shaded car
parking

Landscape / Artspace plan
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View from North looking at cinema block from water ferry

View of Art Museum main reception hall.

View from East looking from Q1

View of Amphitheatre + art pleasure gardens.

7.

6.
8.
8.

1.

5.

8.

3.

4.

Night view of international arts pleasure gardens and Living Arts Centre from harbour.

GOLD COAST Cultural Precinct

KEY:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

2.

Living Arts Centre
Art Gallery
Great Terrace
Support + Admin
Cinemas
Water Ferry stop
Green Bridge
Cafe and flexible
exhibition spaces

Ground floor plan
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